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1. Synthesis
General Information
2-Iodopropane was purchased from Acros Organics. CD2Cl2, CD3OD, and D2O were purchased
from Cambridge Isotope. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was purchased from Fisher Scientific. 1,3Bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)-1,3-dihydro-2H-imidazol-2-ylidene, 1H-benzimidazole and K2CO3
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 1,3-Dimethylimidazolium chloride was purchased from TCI
Chemicals. 1,3-Diisopropylbenzimidazolium iodide was synthesized following literature
procedures.1 All reactions were carried out under inert atmosphere in a N2-filled glovebox, unless
otherwise noted.
1,3-dimethylimidazolium-2-carboxylate (NHCMe–CO2)
In a N2 filled glovebox, 1,3-dimethylimidazolium chloride (198 mg, 1.5 mmol) and potassium tertbutoxide (255 mg, 2.2 mmol) were suspended in 20 mL THF in a 20 mL scintillation vial. The
suspension was stirred for 1 hour at room temperature and then filtered through a 0.2 µm PTFE
syringe filter into a Schlenk flask equipped with a stir bar. The Schlenk flask containing the
reaction mixture was sealed with a rubber septum. The flask was removed from the glove box and
connected to a Schlenk line. CO2 was bubbled through the solution for 30 min. The precipitated
solid was collected via filtration through a medium porosity frit, washed with THF (3 x 20 mL),
and dried in vacuo. NHCMe–CO2 was obtained as a white solid. (Yield: 110 mg, 53%).
Spectroscopic characterization data matched with previous reported data.2
1,3-diisopropylbenzimidazolium-2-carboxylate (BNHCiPr–CO2)
B

NHCiPr–CO2 was synthesized following the same procedure as NHCMe–CO2, starting from 1,3-

diisopropylbenzimidazolium iodide (500 mg, 1.5 mmol). BNHCiPr–CO2 was obtained as a white
solid. (Yield: 167 mg, 45%). Spectroscopic characterization data matched with previous reported
data.3
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1,3-bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)imidazolium-2-carboxylate (NHCdipp–CO2)
NHCdipp–CO2 was synthesized following the same procedure as NHCMe–CO2, starting from 1,3bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)-1,3-dihydro-2H-imidazol-2-ylidene (100 mg, 250 µmol) and omitting
the initial deprotonation step. NHCdipp–CO2 was obtained as a white solid (Yield: 31 mg, 28%)
Spectroscopic characterization data matched with previous reported data.4
2. Sample Preparation
The NHC monolayers were prepared and characterized in situ at the ALOISA beamline of the
Elettra synchrotron light laboratory (Trieste, Italy). Monolayers were deposited in a preparation
chamber (base pressure < 2 ´ 10-9 mbar) by first cleaning the Au(111) single crystal by repeated
cycles of Ar+ sputtering and thermal annealing to 800 K. Cleanliness was checked by ensuring no
O, N, and C signal in XPS. The compounds were sublimed onto the Au(111) surface using a Pyrex
cell connected to the preparation chamber through a leak valve. The cell was gently heated to ~70
°C for 4 - 5 minutes to keep a constant NHC pressure in the chamber of about 10-7 mbar. The
substrate was kept at -20 to -30 °C to grow the monolayer phase. Measurements were carried out
in an experimental chamber with base pressure < 2 ´ 10-10 mbar.
3. Details of XPS and NEXAFS Measurements
X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed at the ALOISA
beamline with the x-ray beam at grazing incidence (4°) to the sample surface. Photoelectrons from
the sample were collected at an emission angle normal to the surface using a hemispherical electron
analyzer with an acceptance angle of 2°, and an overall energy resolution of ~0.2 eV. The energy
scale for XPS spectra was calibrated by aligning the Au 4f7/2 peak to a binding energy of 84.00
eV.
Near edge X-ray absorption fine-structure (NEXAFS) measurements were performed on
the N and C K-edge by sweeping the incident photon energy from 394 to 413 eV and from 278 to
310 eV, respectively. The photon incidence angle was set to 6°. Spectra were acquired using a
Channeltron detector with a wide acceptance angle in the partial electron yield mode. The photon
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flux was monitored on the last optical element along the beam path. The sample normal was
oriented either parallel (p-pol) or perpendicular (s-pol) to the light polarization.
The relative intensity of the nitrogen NEXAFS signal in p-pol and s-pol for the N 1s to LUMO
transition was used for estimating the orientation of the carbene ring relative to the surface plane,
whereas the orientation of the aryl groups for NHCdipp was determined with the polarizationdependent signal of the C1s NEXAFS. The molecular tilt angle θ is estimated relative to the
surface plane using the formula: tan θ =

2𝐼( /𝐼* , where 𝐼( and 𝐼* are the intensities of the π*-

LUMO NEXAFS peak from the s-pol and p-pol spectra, respectively.5
4. Details of DFT Calculations
The PWSCF software in the Quantum Espresso package was used to simulate the adsorption of
the NHCs on an Au(111) slab.6 The “optB88-vdW” exchange and correlation functional was used
for all calculations as it has been demonstrated to provide a good description of dispersion
interactions. All structures were relaxed until interatomic forces in the self-consistent calculation
were smaller than 0.026 eV/Å and energy variations smaller than 10-5 Ry. Adsorption relaxations
were performed using an Au(111) 4-layer slab. The two bottom layers were held fixed while the
top two ones were relaxed. The slab size was 3´3, 4´4 and 5´5 unit cells for NHCMe, BNHCiPr,
and NHCdipp, respectively, whereas slabs of size 5´4 and 5´7 unit cells were used for the NHCMe–
Auad–NHCMe and BNHCiPr–Auad–BNHCiPr complexes. The Au adatom was relaxed on a hollow
position of the Au(111) surface slab prior to optimizing the adatom-adsorbed NHC systems.
Convergence of the calculations relative to the cell size was also tested. The adsorption energies
were calculated as follows by subtracting the sum of the energies of the separately relaxed
molecule and slab systems from the total energy. All illustrations of ball-and-stick adsorption
models were produced using VESTA 3 software.6
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5. Additional Experimental and Theoretical Data

Figure S1: NEXAFS spectra collected at the C K-edge of (a) NHCMe monolayer and (b) NHCdipp
in s-pol (filled markers) and p-pol (empty markers). The first 1s to LUMO resonance corresponds
to a p* orbital localized on the NHC ring (Ephoton = 286.6 eV) in NHCMe and to p* orbital localized
on the aryl substituents (Ephoton = 285.3 eV) in NHCdipp. The second resonance in NHCdipp is the
p* orbital localized on the NHC ring (Ephoton = 286.3 eV). Using the polarization-dependent data
for NHCdipp, we determine that the angle of the aryl substituent plane relative to the Au surface
plane is ~29°.

Figure S2: N 1s XPS spectra collected at different temperatures for (a) NHCMe, (b) BNHCiPr, and
(c) NHCdipp monolayers. All NHCs exhibit similar desorption temperatures at ~280-330 ºC.
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Figure S3: (a) Adsorption energy as a function of the azimuthal angle j for NHCMe adsorbed in a
flat adsorption geometry on a 3´3 Au slab. NHCMe carbenic carbon atom C(1) lies atop an Au(111)
surface atom, Au(1). The angle of rotation of the molecule about the axis normal to the surface
plane defined by C(1) and Au(1) and indicated by the arrow. The variation of adsorption energy
as the molecule is rotated is ~0.01 eV. (b) Modeled structure of NHCMe on a 3´3 Au slab used to
calculate the adsorption energy as a function of azimuthal angle.

Figure S4: (a) Adsorption energy as a function of tilt angle q for NHCMe adsorbed on a 3´3 Au
slab. The hollow blue circles are the adsorption energies calculated with two constraints: the angles
defined by Au(1)-C(1)-C(2) and Au(1)-C(1)-C(3) are kept fixed during optimization. This ensures
that q remains fixed to a chosen value. A steep increase in adsorption energy is observed as q
increases. The solid square data point is obtained after lifting all constraints (starting from q = 30º);
the adsorption energy is –1.49 eV at q ~15º. (b) Modeled structure of NHCMe on a 3´3 Au slab
used to calculate the adsorption energy as a function of tilt angle.
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Figure S5: DFT-optimized energy minimum structure of NHCdipp on a 5´5 Au(111) slab. (a) Sideview, and (b) top-view. The carbene lone pair binds directionally to the slab Au atom pulling it out
of the surface plane, while the large aryl substituents prevent the NHC ring from tilting towards
the surface. The aryl substituents are bent upwards, displaying a nearly planar orientation relative
to the surface plane (~7º).

Figure S6: (a) Au 4f7/2 XPS spectrum (collected at 140 eV photon energy) for NHCMe monolayer
on Au(111). The XPS spectrum is fitted with three peaks using Voigt functions, corresponding to
bulk (84.0 eV), surface, (83.8 eV) and adatom (85.1 eV) components. The FWHM of the surface
and bulk components are set equal reported values (0.43 and 0.47 eV, respectively for bulk and
surface components).7-8 The FWHM of the adatom satellite was found to be 0.58 eV. A small
linear background photoemission intensity was subtracted from the data. (b) Au 4f7/2 XPS spectra
(collected at 140 eV photon energy) for BNHCiPr (at 90 °C) and NHCdipp monolayers on Au(111).
No satellite peak is observed.
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Figure S7: (a) DFT-optimized energy minimum structure of a NHCMe–Auad–NHCMe complex
adsorbed on a 5´4 Au(111) slab. (b) Simulated constant current STM image of the NHCMe–Auad–
NHCMe complex adsorbed on a 5´4 Au(111) slab. The simulated image was obtained by
integrating the density of states up to –0.45 eV from Fermi; an isovalue of 5´10-8 was used to plot
the 2D map. The Au adatom appears as a very bright circular spot in the center of the complex due
to its high density of states near Fermi. A ball-and-stick model of the complex is overlaid on the
simulated image. (c) Experimental STM image adapted from Fig. 3b in Wang et al.9 The image
was recorded at –0.45 V substrate bias in constant current mode (I = 15 pA). A bright circular spot
appears in the center of each twofold symmetric structure whose contour closely resembles that of
the simulated STM image. A ball-and-stick model of the complex is overlaid on the image. The
packing of the NHCMe–Auad–NHCMe complex on the surface observed in (c) is not captured by the
calculation presented in (b) as this would require using a much larger unit cell beyond our
capabilities.
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Table S1: Selected atomic distances as calculated by DFT.
Distance (Å)
ad

Au –C

Auad-surface

NHCMe

2.072

2.178

B

NHCiPr

2.061

2.143

NHCdipp

2.042

2.183

NHCMe–Auad–NHCMe

2.055

3.088

B

2.069

3.094

iPr

ad B

iPr

NHC –Au – NHC

Table S2: Calculated DFT adsorption energy.
Adsorption energy (eV)
On surface

On adatom

NHCMe

-1.49

-2.49

B

NHCiPr

-2.14

-2.85

NHCdipp

-2.69

-4.11

NHCMe–Auad–NHCMe

-2.48
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